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Aliya 3 | 7:17 - 8:14

Examine verses 7:17-19.
Why does the flood last 40 days? What 

is different in this verse that hasn’t 
already been said in 7:12?

Rashi suggests that there is a difference 
between  the  word  ‘mabul’  (7:17)  and 
‘geshem’  (7:12).  Rain  can  be  either  a 
blessing or a curse,  in 7:12  it  had not 
been  decided  yet  whether  this  rain 
would be a blessing or a curse. Mabul is 
distinctly  talking  about  a  rain  event 
that  destroys  everything.  The  Netziv 
says  that  the  time  frame  for  causing 
irreversible  destruction,  or  creation,  is 
40  days.  The  Chizkuni  suggests  that 
each  of  these  verses  (7:17-19)  is 
recorded  to  enable  us  to  understand 
the  great  extent  of  the  flooding,  and 
how weighty the ark itself  must have 
been. It took the waters from above and 
below  to  raise  the  ark  above  the 
mountain tops

Aliya 1 | 6:9-22

Was Noah righteous or was he lacking? 
Why does the Torah begin by telling us 

the ‘Toldot’?

Rashi  suggests  that  the  ‘Toldot’  of  the 
righteous are their actions. He also famous 
states that the verse 6:9  uses the word ‘in 
his  generation’  to  teach  that  if  he  lived 
during another time, he may not have been 
considered so righteous. 

Why do we have to find reasons to limit the 
righteousness of Noah? 

Radak  &  Ibn  Ezra  suggest  that  ‘Toldot’ 
refers  to  the  history  of  Noah.  Ramban, 
rejecting  the  suggestion  of  the  Ibn  Ezra, 
says  that  that  ‘Toldot’  should  be  taken 
literally to mean the descendants of Noah. 
The Torah doesn’t list the descendants until 
the next verse to give space for the Torah to 
show why this family was being saved from 
the impending doom. 

Aliya 2 | 7:1-16

Examine verse 7:1.

Why does the Torah offer us another 
reason for saving Noah (see verse 6:9 

for the original reason)?

Rashi  suggests  that  this  verse  (7:1) 
was stated in front of Noah and you 
should  never  state  completely 
someone’s  qualities  in  front  of  him. 
The  Sforno  recognizes  the  limitation 
in praise in this verse and says that it 
limits the worthiness of Noah’s family. 
They were saved because of Noah, not 
due to their own righteousness. 

What is Noah’s family lacking?

The  Kli  Yakar  suggests  that  Noah’s 
righteousness  was  defined  by  his 
generosity.  In  an  era  where  people 
where  looking  to  financially  cheat 
each  other,  Noah  was  committed  to 
living a life of integrity. 

Aliya 4 | 8:15-9:7

Examine verses 8:15-16.
Upon entering the ark, men & women 
were instructed to maintain distance 

from one another, upon their exit 
(8:16) that distance is gone. Why?

Rashi states that simply now husband 
& wife  were allowed to resume their 
intimate  life.  Perhaps  with  the 
imminent destruction, and without an 
obvious  future,  intimacy  was 
forbidden (6:18). The Chuzkuni points 
out  that  Noah  doesn’t  follow  this 
instruction  and  leaves  the  ark  in  the 
company of his sons and not his wife 
(8:18).  The  Kli  Yakar  states  that 
intimacy  was  forbidden  on  the  ark 
since it is the opposite of destruction. It 
would have shown a profound lack of 
sensitivity for husband and wife to be 
intimate on the ark, while the outside 
work is being destroyed.

Aliya 5 | 9:8-17

Examine verses 9:8-9.
Did God speak with the son’s of 

Noah? What is the connection 
between these two verses (see the 

‘vav’ at the beginning of 9:9 
connecting the verses)?

Rashi  states that Noah was distressed 
at  the  idea  of  having  more  children 
only  for  the  world  to  possibly  be 
destroyed again. The Ramban says that 
God  spoke  to  the  son’s  of  Noah 
through their father. This perhaps gave 
reason for Noah to think to the future, 
and educating his children. The Netziv 
says  that  even  though  the  son’s  of 
Noah where not worthy of prophecy, in 
standing with Noah they to heard the 
message of God. 

How does God insist Noah define the 
future, in light of the trauma he must have 
experienced disembarking from the Ark?

Aliya 6 | 9:18-10:32

Examine verse 9:18.
Why is Cana’an mentioned here? He wasn’t yet 

born! 

Rashi suggests that it was necessary to know that 
Cana’an was descended from Ham whose future 
was to be cursed in this section (9:22, 9:25). In light 
of Noah’s anxiety about the future, it is quite startling 
that  Noah  condemns  the  future  of  Ham  when  he 
experiences troubling behaviors. The Sforno suggests 
that  Cana’an’s  troubling  behaviors  where  well-
known and the Torah wanted to  connects  these 
behaviors.  This  may  give  greater  insight  to  the 
inappropriate behavior of Ham when the verse does not 
offer us specifics (9:22). The Chizkuni suggests that 
Ham was  born immediately  on his  parents  exit 
from  the  ark.  This  showed  that  his  parents  were 
intimate  on  the  ark  which   is  perhaps  the  reason 
Cana’an was notoriously insensitive. 

Aliya 7 | 11:1-32

What was the sin of the ‘Dor Haflagah’, the 
generation that built the Tower of Babel, and was 

then dispersed (11:1-4)?

Rashbam suggests  that  their  mistake  was  not  in 
their intention to build a tower that “reached the 
Heavens”  because  the  land  of  Cana’an  was 
recorded to have similar Towers (see Devarim 1:28) 
without enduring punishment for said towers, but 
their  mistake  was  in  insisting  on  maintaining 
humanity in one distinct location. This effort was 
opposite of God’s instruction to conquer the entire 
world (Bereishit 1:28). It is for this reason that their 
“punishment” was being dispersed throughout the 
world. The Chizkuni  ‘builds’ on the comment of 
the Rashbam and suggests that this generation was 
concerned  that  they  dispersal  would  make  them 
seems  weak  and  easily  conquered.  If  they  could 
build  a  tower  that  was  visible  for  miles  around 
everyone, including God, would be intimidated.
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